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wry poorly represented i.1 the Lena. As M. Bunge gives great by the accumulation of observations bearing on man's past 
attention to toe collecting of skulls of animal>, his collec- history and present state in all parts of the globe." 
tion promises to be of great value, as also his collection of But those present are a very >mall fraction indeed of the 
human >knlls taken from the ccffins that dot the tundra- in this country to whom this great subject is, or should 
the Yaknts merely putting them on the surface between a few be m some one cr other of its various divisions, a matter of 
rough planks. Ic is worthy of notice that, whilst having many interest, and as it is possible that the words which it is my 
opportunities for visiting the sick Yakuts in the neighbourhood prlVllege and duty as your president to address to you on this 
M. Bunge has not yet noticed a single case of scurvy; it is occasion may be read by some who are not yet so much conversant 
unknown among them. with the aims of anthropology and the means for its cultivation 

WE have received a separate copy from the forthcoming which this Institute affords as those who have taken the trouble 
nu'?ber of the of the Russian Geographical Society of a to.come here this evening, I hope that you will pardon me if I 
notice of the remarkable Russian expeditiryns to the Pamir bnng before you some general considerations, perhaps familiar 
carried on during last summer. It is Eufficient to cast a to all of you, regarding the scope and value of the science the 
at the map that accompanies this note to ascertain that "the advancement of which we have at heart. 
Hoof of the World" has now teen quite dfprived of the veil of One of the great difficulties with regard to making anthro· 
ill) stery that covered it for centuries past. Many years since pology a special subject of study, and devoting a special organ· 
Russian travellers penetrated into it, and studied detached pOitions isation to its promotion, is the multifarious nature of the 
as they followed the course of the rivers which Jed to these branches of knowledge comprehended under the title. This 
gigantic plateaux, inclosed between Etill hioher mountains. Pur- very ambition, which endeavours to include such an extensive 
wing his for several consecutive" years, Dr. Regel and range of knowledge, ramifying in all directions, illustrating and 
hi> explored the valleys of the Panj and of its receiving light from so many other science,, appears often to 
numerous tnbutanes, penetrating as far as Sist (37o N. overleap itself and give a looseness and indefiniteness to the 
lat.) and as _far east as the sources of Shakh-dere, 72o so' E. aims of the individual or the institution proposing to cultivate it. 
long. An Immense bend to the west of the Panj River beneath The old term ethnology has a far more limited and definite 
Kala.-vamar, due to the presence of a high chain of mountains / meaning. It is study of different peoples. or 

north· east, and a wide Jake, Shiva, 11 , 000 feet high, coml?ose the vaned of the world, mcludmg their 
to the "est of this tend, discovered by Dr. Regel, con-, charDcters, mtellectual moral 

sider_ably dify our former maps of the western part of the then: customs, opmwns, and 
Patmr regwn. the exredition of last summer, which con- o_ngm, history, :rnig:ratwns, and present distnbu
Sisted of MM. Puttata, of the general staff, Ivanoff, geologist, tlon, ar.d their relations to each other. 1 hese may be 

Bendersky, topographer, throws quite a new light on the I tieated of under t:'·o aspects--:-first,_ by consideratiOn of the 
sttll less known eastern Pamir. The expedition bas literally general laws by which the mcdificattons m all these characters 

with a net" ork of surveys the whole of this region from are determined and regulated ; is called general ethnology : 
39 30 N. lat. to the sources of the Vakhan-daria in 37o 10, by the study and descnpt10n of the races themselves, 
and from 72° 10' to 75o zo' E. long,, penetrating thus twice as distmgubhed each other by the special manifestations of 
the _foot of the Mustag-aga, or Tagarma Peak. The great Pamir these characters m them. this term special ethnology, 
cham, between the Shakh-dere and the Upper Panj has Leen or, often, ethnography, IS apphed. . 
crossed at four places, reo miles distant, and the I<ussian surveys treats of the and d_Ifferences of 
have brought. !nto connection with those of the pundit the modific:.tiOns_ of the huiLan species m their relatiOns to 
M. S. 1 he expedition seems to have established that the other, but anthiOpology, as now undentood, bas a far Wider 
purdit M. S. was misled, and that the Ak-su is really the sc?p.e. It ti:eats o_f manl<incl as a whole. It investigates his 

prt of the The otl-er remits of this exp<di- ongm_ and his to the rest of the It invokes 
tton are also very Important : not only a map on the scale of five the aid of the SCifr.ces of zoology, comparatrve anatomy, and 
vers•s to an inch of the whole of this wide region has been phy>wlog_y; and the wider the range of knowledge met with in 
drawn, tut also the heights of a v,ry great number of points other regwns of _natural structure, and. the more _abundant the 
have reen determined by barometrical and trigonometrical !erms of c?mpanso? known, th_e _less. nsk there will be of error 
measuremer,ts; large geological and botanical collections have m attemptmg to estunate the distmctiOns and resemblances be
betn ,brought in, as well as many drawing.<, and a dictionary of tween _man and his nearest allies, fixing his in 

language. Detailed reports will follow, the fore- zoological Here we draw? mto contact with an Im
gomg mformatwn being due to a preliminary letter of M domam of knowledge, mcludmg a study of all the laws 
Ivanoff. · modify the conditions under which organic bodies are 

mamfested, which at first sight seem to have little bearing upon 
the particular study of man. A TELEGRAM from Nerchimk, in Siberia. states that M. 

Jcseph Martin,_ the French traveller, passed th.rough that place 
r;centlf on hts way to !rl utsk. M. Martin has (says a 
heuter s telegram) explorea the country from the Lena to the 
Amur, and has crossed the intervening Star.ovi Mountain range 

has collected a of geographical and geological 
mforrratJOn concernmg the rrgion which he has travened, 

MR. ScHUVER, the Dutch African explorer, has been murdered 
at Bahr Gazal, in South Kordofan, 

to latest numler of the Annalm der Hyd,·o
gmphz7 u_nd mantzmen Meteo•·o!ogie the greatest depth of the 
Atlantic IS 8341 metres; this was found in 19° 39' ro" N !at 
and 6oo 26' 5" W. long. The next greatest derression of the 
bottom is in 19° 23' 3o'' N. lat., and 66° rr' 45" W. long., where 
7723 metres were found. 

THE AIMS AND PROSPECTS OF THE STUDY 
OF ANTHROPOLOGY1 

T who are at this meeting nted scarcely re 
remmd<d <f the Importance vf the subject which is cur 

cc.mmon d of union, that which is defined in the prospectus 
of the Institute as "the promotion of the science of mankir.d 

1 :Address delivered at the anniversary meeting of the Anthropological 
Instltute of Great and Ireland, January 22, z884. by Prvf. Flower, 
LL.D., F.R.S., P.Z.S., &c., President. 

Furthermore, it is not only into man's bodily structure and its 
relations to that of the lower animals that we have to deal; the 
moral and intellectual side of his nature finds its rudiments in 
them also, and the difficult study of cr mparative psychology, 
now attracting much attention, is an important factor in any 
complete system of anthropology. 

In endeavouring to investigate the origin of mankind as a 
whole, geology must lend its asshtance to determine the com
parative ages of the strata in which the evidences of his exist· 
ence are four,d_; but researches into his early history soon trmch 
upon totally different branches of knowledge. In tracing the 
progress of the race from its most primitive condition, the 
characteristics of its physical structure and relations with the 
lower animals zre soon left behind, and it is upon evidence of a 
kind p_eculiar t.o human species, and by which man is so 
pre-emi_nently d_Istmguished from all other living beings, that our 
conclusiOns mamly rest. The study of the works of our earliest 
known forefathers, "prehistoric as it is commonly 
called, although one of the most recently developed branches of 
kr:owleclge, is now almost a science by itself, and one which is 
receiving a great amour,( of.. attention in all parts of the civilised 
world. It investigates the origin of all human culture, endea
vours to trace to their common beginning the sources of all our 
arts, customs, and history. The dtfficulty is what to include_aild 
where to stop; as, though the term " prehistoric" may roughly 
indicate an artificial line between the province of the anthropo
logist and that which more legitimately belongs to the archreolo-
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gist, the antiquary, and the historian, that the studies of the one 
pass insensibly into those of the other is an evident and neces
sary proposition. Knowledge of the origin and development of 
particular existing em toms throws immense light upon their real 
nature and importance, and conversely, it is often only from a 
profound acquaintance with the present or comparatively modern 
manifestations of culture that we are able to interpret the slight 
indications afforded ns by the scanty remains of primitive 
civilisation. 

Even the more limited subject of ethnology mmt be approached 
from many sides, and requires for its cultivation knowledge 
derived from sciences so diverse, and requiring such different 
mental attributes and systems of training, as scarcely ever to be 
found combined in one individual. This will become perfectly 
evident when we consider the various factors or elements which 
constitute the differential characters of the groups or races into 
which mankind is divided. The most important of these are-

!. Structural or anatomical characters, derived from diversities 
of stature, proportions of different parts of the hody, complexion, 
features, colour and character uf the hair, form of the skull and 
other bones, and the hitherto little-studied anatomy of the ner
vous, muscular, vascular, and other systems. The modifications 
in these structures in the differtnt varieties of man are s:J slight 
and subtile, and so varioudy combined, that their due apprecia
tion, and the discrimination of what in them is essential or 
important, and what incidental or merely superficial, requires a 
long and careful training, superadded to a preliminary know
ledge of the general anatomy of man and the higher animals. 
The study of physical or zoological ethnology, though it lies at the 
basis of that of race, is thus necessatily limited to a compara
tively few original investigators. 

z. The mental and moral characters by which different races 
are distinguished are still more difficult to fathom and to describe 
and define, and although the subject of much vague statement, 
as there are few people who do not consider themselves com
petent to give an opinion about them, they have hitherto been 
rarely approached by any strictly scientific method of inquiry. 

3· Language.-The same difficulties are met with in the study 
of language as in that of phy, ical peculiaritieo, in the discrimina
tion between the fundamental and esse,ti'l.l, and the mere acci
dental and super6.ci:J.l resemblance.,, and in prop:Jrtion as these 
difficulties are successfully overco111e will be the reoults of the 
study become valuable instead of misleading. Thvugh the sci
ence of language is an essential part of ethnology, and one 
which generally absorbs almost the entire energies of any one 
who cultivates it, its place in racial affinities is 
unquestionably below that of physical characters. U ,ed, how
ever, with due caution, it is a powerful aid to our investigations, 
and in the difficulties with which the suLject is surrounded, one 
which we can by no me;tns afford to do without. 

4· The same may be said of s:Jcial customs, including habita
tiono, dress, arms, food, as well as ceremonies, belief<, and laws, 
in themselves fascinating subjects of study, placed here in the 
fourth rank, not as possesjng any want of interest, but as 
contributing comparatively little to our knowledge of the natural 
classification and affinities of the racial divis:ous of man. When 
we see identical and most strange customs, such as particular 
modes of mutilation of the body, showing themselves among 
races the most diverse in character and remote geographically, 
we cannot help coming to the conclusion that these customs 
have either been communicated in some hitherto unexplained 
manner, or are the outcome of some common element of 
humanity, in either of which cases they tell nothing of the 
special relations or affinities of the races which practise them. 

This subject of ethnography, or the discrimination and 
description of race characteristics, is perhaps the most prac
tically important of the various branches of anthropology. 
Its importance to those who have to rule, and there are 
few of us now who are not called. upou to bear oar share 
of the responsibility of government, can scarcely be over
eitimated in an empire like thio, the population of which is 
composed of examples of almost every diversity under which 
the human body and mind can manifest itself. The physical 
characterestics of race, so strongly marked in many cases, are 
probably always associated with equally or more diverse charac
teristics of temper and intellect. In fact, even when the vhysical 
divergences are weakly shown, as in the case of the different 
races which contribute to make up the home portion of the 
empire, the mental and moral characteristics are still most 
·trongly marked. As it behoves the wise physician not only to 

study the particular kind of disea>e under which his patient is 
suffering, and then to administer the app: vved remedies for such 
disease, but also to take into careful account the peculiar idiosyn
cracy and inherited tendencies of the individual, which so greatly 
modify both the course of the disea'e and the action of remedies, 
so it is absolutely necessary for the statesman who would govern 
successfully, not to look upon human nature in the abstract and 
endeavour to apply universal rules, but to consider the special 
moral, intellectual, and social capabilities, wants, and aspirati:ms 
of each particular race with which he has to deal. A form of 
government under which one race would live happily and 
prosperously would to another be the cause of unendurable misery. 
No greater mistake could be made, for instance, than to apply to 
the ca,e of the Egyptian fellah the remedies which may be desir
able to remove the difficulties and disadvantages under which the 
Birmingham artisan may labour in his struggle through life. It 
is not only that their education, training, and circumstances are 
dissimilar, but that their very mental constitution is total! y 
distinct. And when we have to do with people still more widely 
removed from ourselves, African Negroes, American Indians, 
Australian or Pacific Islanders, it seems almost impossible to 
find any common ground of union or modus vivendi; the mere 
contact cf the races generally ends in the ex:ermination of one 
of them. If such disastrous consequences cann0t be altogether 
averted, we have it still in our power to do much to mitigate 
their 

All these questions, then, should be carefully studied by those 
who have any share in the government of people of races alien to 
themselves. A knowledge of their special characters and rela
tions to one another has a more practical object than the were 
gratification of scientific curiosity; it is a knowledge upon which 
the happiness and prosperity, or the reverse, of millions of our 
fe!low-creatnres may depend. 

It is gratifying to find, then, that there are in our own country 
-for on this occasion I will not speak of what is being done 
elsewhere-1nany signs that the prospects of a thorough and 
scientific cultivation of anthropology in its several branches 
are brightening. 

I may fir,t mention the public2tion of the final Report of the 
Anthropometric Committee of the British Association for the 
Advancement of Science, of which formerly the late Dr. W. 
Farr, and recently our vice-president, Mr. Francis Galton, have 
been chairmen, and in which Mr. Charles Roberts, Dr. Beddoe, 
Sir Rawson Rawson, and some other of our memters have 
taken so active a part. This Report, and those which have from 
time to time been issued by the Committee during the progres; 
of the work, contain a large mass of vahtable statistical infor
mation relating to the physical charactef', including sbtnre, 
weight, chest girth, colour of eyes and hair, strength of arm, &c., 
of the inhabitants of the British Isles, illustrated by maps awl 
diagrams. Excellent as has been the work of the Committee, 
there is still much to be done in the same direction, and larger 
numbers of ob:,ervations even than those already obtained are 
in many cases necessary to verify or correct the inferences drawn 
from them. This is thoroughly acknowledged in the Report, 
which states in one of the concluding paragraphs that " the 
Committee believes that it has laid a substantlal foundation fur 
a further and more exhaustive study of the phydcal condition of 
a people by anthropometric methods, and that its action will 
prove that it has useful as an example to other scien i6.c 
societies and to individuals in stimulating them, as well as 
directing them in the methods of making sta•istical inquiries 
relative to social questions." 

It is satisfactory to learn that many portions of the work thus 
inaugurated will be carried on by bodies specially interested in 
particular departments, as the Collective Investigation Commit' ee 
of the British Medical Association, and the Committee of the 
British k sociation for collecting ph,,tographs and defining the 
characteristics of the principal races of the United Kingdom, a 
subject in which Mr. Park Harrison is laking so deep an in'ere,t. 

It should be mentioned that the criginal returns upon which 
the reports of the Committee are based, includirg much infur.na
tion which has not yet been analy ed and tabulated, on account 
of the time and labour such a process would involve, as well ao 
the instrume,,ts of inve,,tigation purchased with funds supplied 
by the British Association, have been, by the consent of the 
Council of the Association, placed under the charge of the 
officers of this Institute. 

It is very satisfactory, in the next placP, to be able to record 
that our great centres of intellectual culture are gradually 
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waking up from that state of apathy with which they have 
hitherto regarded the subject of anthropology. 

In Oxford the impulse given by the genius and energy of RoUes
ton has begun to bear fruit. The University has taken charge of the 
grand collection of ethnological objects most liberally offered to 
it by our former president, General Pitt-Rivers, and has under
taken not only to provide a suitable building for its reception 
but also to maintain it in a manner worthy of the scientific 
discernment and munificence displayed by the donor in collecting 
and arranging it. Furthermore Oxford has >hown her wisdom 
in affiliating to herself the most learned of English anthro· 
pologists in the widest sense of the word, one of the few 
men in this country who has made the subject the principal 
occupation of his life. I need scarcely say that I refer to 
another of our former presidents, Mr. E. B. Tylor. By con· 
ferring a Readership in Anthropology upon him Oxford has 
instituted the first systematic teaching of the subject yet given in 
any educational establishment in this country, and it is a great 
credit to the oldest University that it should thus lead the way 
in one of the most modern of sciences. It is, however, only a 
beginning; the whole of the great subject is confined to the 
teaching of one individual with mode>! stipend ,and not adrr.itted 
to the dignity of the professoriate. In r he Ecole des Hautes 
Etudes at Paris anthropology is taught theoretically and practi
cally in six different branches, each under the direction of a pro
fessor who has specially devoted himself to it, aided, in some 
cases, by several assistants. 

In Cambridge also there are many hopeful sign,, The 
recently-appointed Professor of Anatomy, Dr. Macalister, is 
known to have paid much attention to anatomical anthropology, 
and has already intimated that he proposes to give instruction in 
it during the summer term. An Ethnological and Archxological 
Museum is also in progress of formation, which, if not destined 
to rival that of Oxford, already contains ruauy objects of great 
value, and a guarantee of its good preservation and arrangemeut 
may be looked for in the recent appointment of Baron Anatole 
von HUgel as its first curator. 

Perhaps in no place in the wor!d could so varied and 
complete an anthropological collection be expected as in 
the national museum of this country, which should be the 
great repository of the scientific gleanings of the numerous 
naval, military, exploring, and mercantile expeditions sent 
out by the Govemment . or by private enterprise for more 
than a century past, and penetrating into almost every region 
of the globe. Our insular position, maritime supremacy, 
numerous dependencies, and ramifying commerce, have given us 
unusually favourable opportunities for the formation of such col
lections, opportunities which unfortunately in past times have 
not been used so fully as might be desired. There is, however, 
a great change coming over those who have charge of our 
national collections in regard to this snbject. Thanks to the 
lvresight and munificence of the ,Jate Mr. Henry Christy, and 
the we_ll-directed energies of Mr. Franks and his colleagues, the 
collectiOn lllustratmg the custom', clothing, arts, and arms of 
the various existing and extinct races of men, in the British 

is rapidly an importance which will be a 
pnse to those who see 1t for the first time arranaed in the lar·'e 
galleries formerly devoted to mammals and Even the 
grand proportion of space allotted to this collection in the re- ! 
arrangement of the Museum is, I am told, scarcely sufftcient for I 
tis present needs, to say nothing of the access ions which it will 
doubtless receive now that its importance and go:>d order are 
manifest. 

A national collection of illustrations of the physical characters 
of races of men, fully illustrated by skeletons, by anatomical 

mnseum contains at present 407 specimens illustrating human 
osteology, of which 10 are skeletons more or less complete. 

In the meantime the College of Surgeons of England has done 
much to supply the deficiency. During the last twenty years it 
has let few opportunities pass of attracting to itself, and there
fore saving from the de;truction or lapse into the neglected, 
valueless condition into which small private collections almost 
invariably ultimately fall, a large number of specimens, now, 
it is to be hoped, placed permanently within the reach of scien
tific observation. The growth of this collection may be illustrated 
by the fact that, whereas at the time of the publication of the 
Catalogue in 1853 it consi ,ted of 18 skeletons and 242 crania, it. 
now contains 89 more or less complete skeletons and 138o 
crania, nearly all of which have been added during the last 
t wenty years. This is, moreover, irrespective of the great col· 
lection of Dr. Barnard Davis, purchased in r88o by the College, 
which was thus the means of preserving intact, for the future 
advantage and in;truction of British anthropologists, an invalu· 
able series of specimens otherwise probably destined to have 
been dispersed or lo.;t to the country for ever. This collection 
consists of 24 skeletons and I 539 crania, making, with the 
remainder of the College collection, a total of 3032 specimens 
illustrating the osteological modifications of the human species. 
These are all in excellent order, clean, accessible, and cata
logued in a manner convenient for reference, although somewhat 
tou crowded in their pre;;ent locality to be re:tdily available for 
observation. 

Large as is this collection, and rich in rare and interesting types, 
it is far from exhaustive; many great groups are alcnost or entirely 
unrepresented even by crania, and the series of skeletons is (with 
the exception of one race only, the Andamanese) quite insuf· 
ficient to give any correct idea of the avera)!e proportions of 
differen t parts of the framework. Iu fact, such a collecti m as 
would be required for this purpose must be quite beyond the 
resources of, as well as out of in, any but a national 
museum. 

The collections illustrating anatomical anthro pobgy in the 
University museums of Oxford, Cambridge, Edinburgh, and 
Dublin have all greatly increased of late, but for the reasons 
just given thq can never be expected to attain the dimensions 
required for the study of the subject in its profoundest details. 
The small, but very choice c.>llec:ions formed by the officers of 
the medical department of the army, and kept in the museum 
of the Royal Victoria Hospital at Netley, and that of the navy 
at Haslar Hospital, are, I believe, in a stationary condition, but 
in good preservation. Our own collection, which also contains 
some valuable specimens (notably the skeleton of one 
of :the extinct Tasmanian ab:>rigines, presented by the late 
Mr. Morton Allport), and which the past year has 
been catalogued for the first time by Mr. Bloxam, has not been 
added to, owing to a feeling which the Council has lon5 enter· 
tained, and which induced them to part with the ethnological 
collection, that a museum, entailing as it doe<, if worthily kept 
up, a very considerable annnal expwse, is tut within the means 
of the Institute, at all events not until the more pressing claims 
of the library and the publications are fully satisfied. 

This leads me to spe.1k, in conclusi m, of the work accom
plished during the past year by the Institute, and of its present 
pusition and future prospects. 

I must tirst refer t) that of the retro3pect of the year 
which a! ways cast; a certain sadness over these 
losses we have sustained by death. H appily these have not 
been numerou<, and d" not include, as has been the case in 
many former years, any fnm whom great work in our own 
subject might still have been expected. Though we were all 
proud to number William Sp:Jttiswoode, the President of the 
Royal Society, among our members, and though we ail honoured 
him for his accomplishments in other branches of science, and 
loved him for his work as a man who rose high ab:>ve his fellows 
in his chivalrous of hmDur and simple dignity of de
meanour, we could not claim him as a worker at anthropology. 

Lord Talbot de Malahide's antiqnarian pursuits frequently 
verged upon our own subjects in their poper sense, and he was 
often present at our meetin"s, and a very recent contributor to 
onr journal. He had, ho;ever, reached the ripe old age of 
eighty-two. 

,; pectmens preserved in spirit, by casts, models, dra and 
photographs such as that which exists in the Museum d'Histoire 
N aturelle at Pari,, is still a desideratum in this country. The British 

till lately ign0red the subj ect altogether, and in the be
gmnmg of the century actually expelled such specimens of the kind 
as had accidentally found their way within its walls. Recently, 
however, skulls and skeletons of man have been admitted and 
since the removal of the zoological collections to the new building 
at Kensington importance as an integral part of the 
senes has been recogmsed, and their exhibition in the osteoloo-ical 

will _doubtless stimulate the growth of what we may trust 
wtll be ulttmately a collection worthy of the nation, although 
unfortunately, from causes too well known the difficulties of 
procuring pure examples of many races are increasing, 
and m some cases have beC)me well-nigh insuperable. The 

From the list of our honorary members we have lo.>t 
a still more venerable name, that of Sven Nilsson, Pro· 

I fessor in the Academy of Lund. He was born on March 8, 
I 1787, and died on November 30 of last year, and was therefore 
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well on in his ninety-seventh year. Hi; long-continued and 
laborious researches in the zoology, palreontology, anthropology, 
and antiquities of his native land gave him a high place among 
men of science. Among a host of minor contributions he was 
the author of a standard work on the Scandinavian fauna; but 
that by which he was best known to us is the book of which the 
English translation, edited by Sir John Lubbock, bears the title 
of "The Primitive Inhabitants of Scandinavia; an Essay on 
Comparative Ethnography, and a Contribution to the History of 
the Development of Mankind." 

The number of our ordinary members has been fairly kept 
up, the additiom by election having slightly exceeded the losses 
by death and resignation ; but a larger increase in the future 
will. be in order to carry on the operations of the 
Insl!tute 111 a successful manner, especially under the new con
ditions to which I shall have to advert presently. Even by the 
most careful management our treasurer has not succeeded in 
?ringing the expenditure of the year quite within our ordinary 
tncome. 

The journal, I am glad to repxt, has been brought out with 
exemplary punctuality, under the able and energetic supervision 
of. our director, Mr. Rudler. To this part of our operations I 
thmk we may look with unmixed satisfaction, the number, 
character, and variety of the communications contained in it 
beinf[ quite equal to those of former years. 

With regard to our future, the next year will probably be one 
of the most momentous in our annals, as we have determined 
upon a great step, no less than a change of domicile. It was 
ascertained in the course of last summer that we could only 

in our present quarters at an increased rent upon that 
which we had hitherto paid, and we therefore considered 
whether it would be possible to obtain as good or better accom
modation elsewhere. It happened fortunately that the Zoo
logical Society was about to move into new freehold premi,es 
at No. 3, Hanover Square, and would have spare rooms avail
able for the occupation of other societies. A committee of the 

was appointed to examine and report upon the desira
bility of moving, and negotiati<1ns were entered into with the 
Council of the Zoological Society which have ended in our 
becoming their tenants for the future. 'We shall have for the 
purposes of our library, ofiice, and Council meetings, two con
-:ement rooms on the second floor immediately above the 
hbrary of the Zoological Society, and for the purpose of storing 
our stock of publications a small room on the basement. We 
shall also have the use of a far more handsome and commodious 

room than that which we occupy at the present moment, 
and m a situation which is in many re>pects more advantageous. 
Let us trust that this change may be the inauguration of an era 
of prosperity to the In,titute, and of increased scientific activity 
among its members. 

THE FORilfA.TIONOFSMALL CLEAR SPACES 
IN DUSTY AIR 1 

J N the introduction a few remarks are made en the growing 
interest in everything connected with dust, whether it be the 

organic germs floating in the air, or the inorganic particles that 
pollute our atmosphere. Prof. Tyndall's observations on the 
dark plane seen over a bot wire 2 are referred to, Lord Ray
leigh's recent discovery of the dark plane formed under a cold 
body 3 is described, and attention called to Dr. Lodge's experi
ments described in a letter to NATURE, vol. xxviii. p. 297. 

The experiments described in this paper we1e made in a small 
dust· box, blackened inside, glazed in front, and provided with a 
window at one side. For illumination two jets of gas inclosed in 
a dark lantern were used. The light entered the dust-box by 

side window and could be condensed on any part of the 
inside of the box, by means of two lenses fixed in a short tube, 
and loosely attached to the front of the lantern. Magnifying 
glasses of different powers were used for observation. The dusts 
experimented on were made, some of hydrochloric acid and 
ammonia, some by burning sulphur and adding ammonia, some 
by burning paper, magnesium, or sodium. Calcined magnesia 
and lime were also used, as well as ground charcoal. These 
three last substances were stirred up by means of a jet of air. 

' Abstract of a paper read to the Royal Society of Edinburgh, January 2r, 
r884, by Mr. John Aitken. 

2 
'· on the Floating-Matter in the Air," p. 5· (Longmans, Green, 

and Co., r88r.) 
.'=! NATURE, voJ. xxviii. p 139• 

For testing the effects of slight difference of temperature, tubes 
in form or other were generally nsed. These tubes were 
closed at the front, projected through the back of the dust-box, 
and were brought close to the glass front for observation under 
strong magnifying powe1·. The tubes were heated or cooled by 
circulating water through them, in a small tube pas>ing through 
their interior. 

Suppo>e the experiments to be begun by introducing a round 
tube into its place in the dust-box and then filling the box with 
any dust, everything being then left for some time so that all the 
apparatus may acquire the same temperature. If the light be 
now allowed to fall on the box, and be quickly brought to a 
focus on the tube, it will be found that the dust is in close con
tact with it on the top and sides, but underneath there will be 
seen a clear space. Close examination will show the particles 
to be falling on the upper surface of the tube, and coming into 
contact with it, while underneath a clear space is formed by the 
particles falling out of it. If the tube is now slightly cooled, a 
downward current is formed, and the currents of dustless air 
from below the tube meet under it, and form a dark plane in the 
centre of the descending current. It is shown that gravitation 
can, nuder favourable conditions, produce this separation of the 
dust quickly enough to keep up a constant supply of dustless 
air. No increase of effect is produced by a lower temperatnre. 
A temperature of - 10° C. makes the dark plane thinner, be
cause it increases the rate of the descending current and carries 
away the purified air more quickly. 

A form of apparatus was arranged to get rid of this separating 
effect of gravitation. It consisted of an extremely thin and flat 
piece of metal. This test-surface was placed vertically in the 
dust-box. The air in passing ovtr this piece of apparatus was 
not caused to take up a horizontal movement at any part of its 
passage. The result was that even with a temperature of 
- I0° C. the dust kept close to its surface, and no dark plane 
was formed in the descending current. The dark plane in the 
cold current seems, therefore, not to be an effect of 
temperature, but is the result of the action of gravitation on the 
particles under the b)dy. A dark plane was, however, observed 
when working with this flat surface when cooled, but it was not 
formed in du;ty, but in foggy air, and was found to be due to 
the evaporation of the fog particles when they approached the 
cold surface. 

If a very little heat, instead of cold, is applied to the round 
tube in the previous experiment, then the dark space under the 
tube rises and encircles the tube and the two currents of clear 
air unite over the tube and form the dark plane in the upward 
current. But in addition to this heat has been found to exert a 
repelling effect on the dust. This was proved by putting the 
thin vertical test-surface in the dust-box and heating it, when it 
was found that the dust was repelled from its !.nrface, and a 
dark plane formed in the ascending current, neither of which 
effects was obtained with cold. The dust begins to be repelled 
with the slightest rise of temperature, and the dark space in 
fro'lt of the becomes thicker as the temperature rises. 
An experiment is then de,cribed in which air flowing up between 
two parallel glass plates is caused to pass from side to side 
of the channel by the repelling action of heat at different 
points. 

For testing the effects of higher temperatures a platinum wire 
heated by means of a battery was used. The platinum wire was 
bent into a U-shape, the two legs being brought close together. 
This wire was fixed in the dust-box with the bend to the front, 
and the legs in the same horizontal plane, the two copper 
wires to which it was attached beirg carried backwards and out 
of the box. By this arrangement a clear view was obtained all 
round the wire, and other advantages secured. Experimenting 
wi'h this apparatus it was found that every kind of dust had a 
different sized dark plane. With magnesia and other indestruc
tible dusts it was very thin, with the sulphate dust it was much 
thicker, and with the sal-ammoniac du3t thicker still. So thick 
was it with the two latter kinds of du!.t that the dark planes over 
the two legs expanded and formed one plane. As the particles 
could be seen streaming into the dark space under the wires, it 
was obvious that these large dark planes were not caused by 
·repulsi•Jn, but by the evaporation or by the disintegration of the 
dust particles. When making the experiment in a mixture of 
different kinds of dusts, the hot wire was surrounded by a series 
of zones of different brightness, and having sharp outlines. The 
size of the different zones was determined by the temperature 
necessary to evaporate the different kinds of dust present, and 
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